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Executive Summary 
As RSA’s Via Lifecycle & Governance (Via L&G) solution is an important part of enterprise 

business processes and security infrastructure, it is necessary to think about high 

availability (HA) and business continuity (BC). However the HA/BC solutions that you 

implement should be consistent with your use scenarios of RSA Via L&G and the 

availability/business continuity objectives they require. This document outlines the 

various deployment topologies supported with RSA Via L&G and the HA/BC solutions that 

are available for each.  

Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to outline and provide an overview of the different RSA Via 

L&G deployment models, the HA/BC solutions that are supported, and their associated 

levels of high availability/business continuity for the RSA Via L&G solution. The discussion 

in this document is based on RSA Vial L&G 7.0.x releases and scoped to on-premises 

customer deployments of RSA Via L&G. 

 

The target audience for this document is RSA Via L&G customers and delivery partners 

who need to make investment decisions and architectural decisions for HA/BC solutions 

for RSA Via L&G deployments.  

RSA Via L&G Architecture Overview 
RSA Via L&G’s architecture includes a business-friendly, browser-based user interface that 

users and administrators connect to, an application server to manage the business 

processing logic and workflows, web services APIs to exchange data with applications in 

your cloud/datacenter ecosystem, and the Access Management Database (XMDB) to store 

and process the data. 

 

In addition, as a part of the provisioning component of RSA Via L&G, Access Fulfillment 

Express (AFX), an integration logic layer, serves as the foundation for fulfillment requests 

to be automatically handled. This provides the automated provisioning/de-provisioning 

capabilities leveraging a comprehensive set of available connectors. 
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As customers implement the RSA Via L&G solution across their organization, the subject of 

high availability/business continuity often comes up as part of the deployment 

architecture. Organizations need to assure that their business users are able to access the 

solution, whether they are performing access certifications, requesting access or approving 

access. 

HA/BC Requirements 
The HA/BC requirements, as measured by a recovery time objective (RTO) for your RSA 

Via L&G deployment are determined by your use scenarios for RSA Via L&G. As depicted in 

the table below the appropriate RTO can range from days to minutes.  

 

 
 

So, based on your RTO needs and the topology of your RSA Via L&G deployment, the 

appropriate HA/BC solution should be put in place. The next section details the various 
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form factors in which RSA Via L&G is delivered, the deployment topologies that are 

supported for each and the HA/BC options that are available for those deployments.  

RSA Via L&G Deployment Topologies and HA/BC Options 
RSA’s Via L&G solution is delivered in the following three form factors: 

• Hardware appliance 

• Software appliance 

• Software only 

 

Note: RSA Via L&G is also delivered as a SaaS solution – the infrastructure resiliency 

aspects of that environment are outlined in a separate document. 

Hardware Appliance 

The RSA Via L&G hardware appliance is supplied by RSA with all the components pre-

installed as shown below: 

 

 
 

The appliance is a pre-configured solution that is contained on a single physical server. In 

this model the customer only has to provide the rack space, power and IP connection. 

HA/BC Options 

For RSA Via L&G Hardware Appliance deployments, both the application server (Wildfly) 

and the database (Oracle EE) are installed and configured locally on the same physical 

server. 

 

Organizations that have deployed RSA Via L&G based on the hardware appliance model 

choose to deploy a second instance for recovery purposes – to serve as the backup in the 

event that the primary server has become unavailable. This second RSA Via L&G instance is 

maintained as a warm standby environment. Typically an IP load-balancer is deployed in 

front of the two RSA Via L&G instances and the DNS records/names are updated when the 

switch between servers is required. 
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So, during normal operation: 

• Users are routed to the primary RSA Via L&G appliance 

• All configurations in the secondary RSA Via L&G appliance need to be kept in sync with 

the primary appliance (via change management and control) 

• All data in the secondary appliance need to kept in sync with the primary appliance 

(using database backups from primary followed by restoring to secondary); Oracle DB 

on the secondary appliance will be in read-only mode 

• RSA Via L&G Collection schedules would be suspended on the secondary appliance 

 

For operation during failover: 

• All users are routed to the secondary RSA Via L&G appliance 

• Oracle DB on the secondary appliance will be in read/write mode 

• RSA Via L&G Collection schedules would be active on the secondary appliance 

 

Application server-level clustering is not available for the primary and secondary instances 

of the RSA Via L&G hardware appliance deployed as above. In this scenario, each RSA Via 

L&G server has its local copy of the XMDB database. Using the Database Export function 

available in the RSA Via L&G console, a full backup of the database on the primary RSA Via 
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L&G instance is done on a scheduled basis. The backup is copied to the secondary RSA Via 

L&G instance and imported using the Database Import function in RSA Via L&G. 

 

Customers have different policies for the backup of their infrastructure, but typically do it 

on a nightly basis. This manual Database Export/Import represents an adequate HA/BC 

solution for organizations whose RSA Via L&G use scenarios (as outlined in the Table 

above) are such that the recovery point for RSA Via L&G can be the last scheduled nightly 

database backup. 

Software Appliance 

The RSA Via L&G Software Appliance is offered to customers who choose to have the 

solution stack (RSA Via L&G Application, Application Server, JDK and Database provided by 

RSA) to install on their own hardware and supported operating system. Customers 

deploying the RSA Via L&G Software Appliance, in addition to choosing between physical 

servers or vSphere-virtualized servers, also have the option to leverage their own Oracle 

database infrastructure (remote DB topology). The two modes of deployments, Local DB 

and Remote DB, are depicted below: 

 

Local DB 
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Remote DB 

 

 

Your HA/BC needs will also be a factor in making your deployment topology choices above.  

HA/BC Options 

The available HA/BC options depend on whether the RSA Via L&G Software Appliance is 

deployed in the Local DB or the Remote DB topology. 

Local DB 

For an RSA Via L&G Software Appliance deployment on a physical server with Local DB, the 

available HA/BC solution is exactly as in the Hardware Appliance case – manual Database 

Export/Import which is adequate for RSA Via L&G use scenarios that are limited to 

reviews/certifications and can rely on recovery from the last scheduled database backup. 

 

If your RSA Via L&G Software Appliance is deployed in a virtual server you can also take 

advantage of vSphere HA to provide faster recovery with automated restart of you RSA Via 

L&G server in the case of failure of the underlying physical server. vSphere HA requires 

additional configuration of your virtualized environment as per documentation and best 

practice guides provided by VMware. 

Remote DB   

In the Remote DB deployment topology, some additional HA/BC options become available. 

This RSA Via L&G deployment model, where customers leverage their own Oracle 

infrastructure, supports the use of Oracle Enterprise Edition as well as Oracle SE and SE 

One. Customers can implement the required level of RSA Via L&G HA/BC based on what is 

supported in their database environment. Beyond manual Database Export/Import, Oracle-

provided capabilities that customers can choose to leverage are: 

• Oracle Data Guard – an Oracle DB Enterprise Edition capability that can replicate the 

RSA RSA Via L&G database instance to maintain a transactionally consistent recovery 

database. 
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• Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC) – a cluster architecture that is presented as a 

single database instance and provides for automatic failover. 

 

The deployment relying on Oracle Data Guard for DB replication is depicted below: 

 

 
 

During normal operation: 

• Users are routed to the primary RSA Via L&G appliance 

• All configurations in the secondary RSA Via L&G appliance need to be kept in sync with 

the primary appliance (via change management and control) 

• All data in the secondary appliance would need to kept in sync with the primary 

appliance (via Oracle Data Guard); Oracle DB on the secondary appliance will be in 

read-only mode 

• RSA Via L&G Collection schedules would be suspended on the secondary appliance 

 

For operation during failover: 

• All users are routed to the secondary RSA Via L&G appliance 
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• Oracle DB on the secondary appliance will be in read/write mode and Oracle Data 

Guard synchronization would be halted 

• RSA Via L&G Collection schedules would be active on the secondary appliance 

 

With the Remote DB topology, customers will also need to protect their RSA Via L&G App 

Server for HA/BC considerations. Deploying multiple RSA Via L&G application server 

instances to simultaneously connect to the shared remote DB, potentially providing load 

balancing as well as failover, is not a supported topology. So, the following options are 

available for RSA Via L&G App Server resiliency: 

• Customers can configure a secondary RSA Via L&G App Server instance as a standby for 

faster recovery from failure of the primary RSA Via L&G App Server. In the event of 

failure of the primary, the secondary instance is powered up and connected to the 

remote Oracle DB and all user traffic is directed to it. Furthermore, if deployed in 

vSphere infrastructure configured for vSphere HA, they can automate the recovery of 

the RSA Via L&G App Server by relying on vSphere migration/restart capabilities. 

• In addition, with RSA Via L&G 7.0, clustering of the RSA-supplied Wildfly App Server is a 

supported configuration. This can be achieved by using either of the two deployment 

topologies outlined here: 

1) Two or more RSA Via L&G Software Appliances, deployed to use a remote DB with 

one of the App Servers configured as the domain controller for the Wildfly cluster. 

 

 
 

2) One or more RSA Via L& Software Appliances deployed in conjunction with a RSA 

Via L&G Hardware Appliance which also acts as the cluster domain controller. 
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With this, the deployment can provide RSA Via L&G App Server failover and, when used 

in conjunction with a solution such as Oracle RAC for protection of the Remote DB, 

delivers High Availability that can satisfy the strictest needs of your RSA Via L&G use 

scenarios. The RSA Via L&G Solution Integration Guide RSA Via L&G – Configuring 

Wildfly Clustering (available at the RSA SecurCare Online portal - 

https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com) provides details on the steps involved in setting up 

and managing such a clustered RSA Via L&G deployment. 

Software Only 

The Software Only RSA Via L&G form factor is offered to customers that desire to deploy 

the RSA Via L&G solution leveraging their own Application Server and Database 

infrastructure. Customers are responsible for providing all the supporting software 

components (OS, App Server, Database) and also the hardware (either as a physical or a 

vSphere virtual server). The Software Only solution is deployed (as a JEE application) in the 

customer’s web application server environment (WebLogic or WebSphere). As with the 

RSA Via L&G Software Appliance, the Software Only solution is used in two modes, Local 

DB and Remote DB, as shown below: 
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Local DB 

 

 

Remote DB 

 
 

The Software Only model provides customers with considerable flexibility when HA/BC 

with a stringent RTO is required as part of the implementation design. 

HA/BC Options 

In RSA Via L&G deployments based on the Software Only model, native application server 

clustering (for WebLogic Server, WLS and WebSphere Application Server, WAS) is 

supported and can be deployed/configured as detailed in the RSA Via L&G Installation and 

Upgrade Guide for WebLogic and WebSphere. So, multiple application servers in the cluster 

can connect to the shared Oracle XMDB database and service end-user client connections 

thus providing higher availability and failover (as well as horizontal scaling to handle 

increased load).  In addition, when combined with Oracle’s RAC solution for high 
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availability/failover for the database as shown in the diagram below, this implementation 

is capable of delivering on the RTO requirements for all RSA Via L&G use cases. 

 

 
 

In such a deployment: 

• Each RSA Via L&G instance is configured to connect to the same remote Oracle DB 

• Specific RSA Via L&G instances can be configured to perform specific collections, thus 

distributing collections processing load 

• User traffic can be distributed across the RSA Via L&G instances with use of a load 

balancer fronting them 

 

Note:  Even when multiple application servers are deployed in a cluster configuration, only 

one RSA Via L&G App Server node will connect to the XMDB database as the SON (Systems 

Operation Node). Failure of that node is likely to require manual intervention for recovery. 

The RSA Via L&G Administrator’s Guide outlines the steps for managing server cluster nodes 

and how to re-designate the SON. 
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Summary 
Different HA/BC options are available to protect your RSA Via L&G deployment depending 

on the form factor of your RSA Via L&G installation and the deployment topology you have 

architected. The Software Appliance and Software Only form factors where the RSA Via 

L&G App Server and the Oracle database server leverage clustering, can provide the highest 

degree of availability. Less stringent availability and business continuity needs for your 

RSA Via L&G deployment can be satisfied by alternatives such as Oracle Data Guard and 

vSphere HA. The choice of HA/BC solution (and your RSA Via L&G deployment topology) 

should be determined based on your planned (and future) RSA Via L&G use scenarios and 

the recovery time objectives (RTO) needed for those scenarios. 
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